Intraoperative pre- and post-craniofacial reconstruction intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring in children with craniosynostosis.
One of the goals of cranial vault expansion performed in patients with craniosynostosis (CS) is to reduce the harmful effects associated with elevated intracranial pressure (ICP). Until now, clear guidelines on when cranial vault expansion should take place have not been established except in unacceptable cosmetic deformities. This paper illustrates the potential benefit of ICP monitoring in determining the time of surgery. The ICP of six patients (ranging from 7 months to 8 years) was measured before and after surgery. For the first time, we regulated end-tidal carbon dioxide, the position and movements, the level of sedation and the monitoring site of our patients under anesthesia to report accurate ICP readings. The mean pre- and postoperative ICPs were 14.7 and 4.2 mmHg, respectively. Pressure sensor was placed through a burr hole under general anesthesia and remained through all stages of recording. Though ICP monitoring has been reported before, the physiological fluctuations of ICP and patient's condition affected results. Under our ICP monitoring protocol, the six-patient study represents a suggestion to standardize ICP measurements under certain conditions in order to improve the reproducibility of ICP monitoring and therefore establish the need for optimal timing of cranial vault expansion in pediatrics. Although we cannot clearly define the indications and establish normal pediatric ICP values from the result of this study because of the small number of cases and some other limitations, this is a new approach to define ICP increase as a potential indication for surgery in CS.